Action items to Help the Sport During the Pandemic

1. **Change in Condition Policy** - indoor/outdoor requirement This provision allows clubs to move forward with their events knowing they could make last minute adjustments to ring locations without penalty.
   
   Expires at end of June 2022.

2. **Three opportunities for Championship points in a single day** - The provision allows shows to add a third Conformation event on a single day provided one of the three events is a Specialty show.
   
   Expires at year-end 2022.

3. **Expand the distance All-breed and Group clubs can travel to hold an Event** This Action allows all-breed and group clubs to travel up to 300 miles out of their territory to hold a show. Normal policy allows clubs to travel 125 miles.
   
   Expires at end of June 2022.

**COVID Provisions That Have Been Made Permanent**

All-Breed Conformation shows with an entry limit are required to publish their premium list at least 72 hours prior to accepting entries.

Individuals judging NOHS groups or BIS only may exhibit in regular competition on the day they judge.

Allow Specialty clubs to hold up to four designated specialties in addition to the independent/concurrent specialties.

Specialty clubs may travel up to 300 miles out of their territory to join another specialty club of their own breed.